Abstract. In the past decade, researchers have combined deductive and object-oriented features to produce systems that are powerful and have excellent modeling capabilities. More recently, an XML query language XTree was proposed. Queries written in XTree are more compact, more convenient to write and easier to understand than queries written in XPath. In this paper, we introduce a novel XML query language XDO2 that extends XTree, with deductive features such as deductive rules and negation, and object-oriented features such as inheritance and methods. Our XDO2 language is more compact, and convenient to use than current query languages for XML such as XQuery and XPath because it is based on XTree, supports (recursive) deductive rules and the not-predicate. An XDO2 database example is given to motivate the usefulness of the language. The formal treatment of language syntax and semantics are presented in the appendices.
Introduction
In the past decade, a large number of deductive object-oriented database systems have been proposed, such as F-logic [6] , ROL [12] and DO2 [10] . Based on these proposals and other work in the area of object-oriented data models, such as O2 [4] and Orion [7] , a large number of deductive and object-oriented features have been investigated. The two most important features are deductive rules and inheritance.
XML is fast emerging as the dominant standard for data representation and exchange on the web. Many query languages have been proposed in the past few years, such as XPath [3] , XQuery [1] , declarative XML query languages such as [14] and XTree [2] . Although XPath has been widely adopted for XML querying, XTree has been recently proposed as a declarative XML query language which is more compact, more convenient to write and understand than XPath. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no XML query language that can support deductive rules and object-oriented features in the XML querying community. In this paper, we introduce a novel XML query language XDO2 which extends XTree with deductive database features such as deductive rules and negation, and object-oriented features such as inheritance and methods.
In this paper, we present the language XDO2, highlighting its salient features. We present the full syntax and semantics of the language in the appendices.
The major contributions of the XDO2 query language are:
1. Negation is supported in the XDO2 language with semantics similar to the not-predicate [8] instead of the conventional logical negation symbol "∼" which is used in XQuery. A consequence of this decision is that XDO2 is able to support nested negation and negation of sub-trees. 2. Methods that deduce new properties are implemented as deductive rules.
XDO2 can use the new properties directly. The presence of recursive deductive rules makes recursive querying possible. 3. Schema querying is made possible with a special term stru : value to explicitly distinguish the element name from the element value (or element content). stru binds to the element name and value binds to the element value. Unlike in XQuery, the name and value pair are bound to the variables together. 4. Inheritance enables a subclass object to inherit all the attributes and subelements from its superclass objects. These inherited properties can be directly used in querying. 5. Features such as the binding of multiple variables in one expression, compact return format and explicit multi-valued variables are supported in the XDO2 language naturally due to the influence of XTree [2] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide a brief introduction to XTree in section 2. We introduce an XDO2 database example in section 3. Section 4 presents and discusses the most salient features of the XDO2 query language. Section 5 compares our language with related languages. Section 6 summarizes this paper and points out some future research directions. The syntax and semantics of the XDO2 language are presented in the appendices.
Background
XTree [2] was recently proposed as an alternative to the XML query language XPath. The main advantages of XTree over XPath are:
1. XPath describes a linear path to the target XML node set. In the querying part of a query, one XPath expression can only bind one variable. However, XTree has a tree structure which is similar to the structure of an XML document. In the querying part of a query, one XTree expression can bind multiple variables.
2. XPath cannot be used to define the return format. However, in the result construction part of a query, one XTree expression can be used to define the result format. This effectively avoids the nested structure in the query. 3. XPath does not express multi-valued variables explicitly. However, in XTree expressions, multi-valued variables are explicitly indicated, and their values are uniquely determined. Some natural built-in functions are defined to manipulate multi-valued variables in an object-oriented fashion.
Thus, although XPath and XTree have the same expressive power (i.e., any query that can be expressed by XTree can also be expressed by several XPath expressions), XTree is more compact and convenient to use than XPath, and queries based on XTree expressions are shorter in length and easier to write and comprehend. In short, XTree takes the XML tree structure into consideration while XPath does not. For more details, please refer to XTree [2] .
An XDO2 Database Example
In this section, using an example, we demonstrate many of the features of the XDO2 language. We show an XDO2 database, Person Company Employee, which combines features from XML, deductive databases, and object-oriented databases. Section 3.1 presents the database schema, and explains how to express deductive rules and inheritance in the database. Section 3.2 presents the XML database data, including the extensional data from XML data element facts, intensional data from deductive rules, and the class hierarchy relationships. An XDO2 query with its result is also presented. The syntax and semantics of the XDO2 language are presented in the appendices.
Schema and Rules
The ORA-SS schema model [9] is used to represent the schema, with extensions to model the deductive and inheritance features in Figure 1 . In the schema diagram, there are four object classes person, company, employee and spouse represented as rectangles. In the person class, we model the age as a derived attribute indicated by dashed circles. This is because person has an attribute birthyear, and age can be derived using birthyear. Another derived attribute is bachelor which can be derived using the person's sex and spouse. The identifier of person is pno. The employee class is a subclass of the person class, and inherits all the attributes and derived attributes from the person class. The inheritance relationship is denoted by the ISA diamond in the schema diagram. The identifier of employee is eno. The candidate identifier pno indicated by a filled circle inside a circle in employee class is from the person object class.
In this example, we can see the two new features that are not present in XML databases: derived attribute and class inheritance. Class inheritance is supported in XML schema [5] . We now highlight how to define the derived attributes of object classes. In object-oriented programming languages, methods are defined using functions or procedures and are encapsulated in class definitions. In deductive databases, rules are used instead of functions and procedures. By analogy, derived attributes or methods in XDO2 are defined using deductive rules and encapsulated in class definitions.
In the following, we use a deductive rule to define the method age encapsulated in object class person. This rule says if a person element under root element has an attribute sex with string value "Male", and this same person does not have a spouse, then the derived attribute bachelor of the object class person has boolean value true. The two boolean values true and false are reserved in the language. The notation "[ ]" in the bachelor method above is used to group the attributes, elements or methods which are directly defined under the same parent element, such as person in this case. The notation "not" [8] negates the predicate expression. <root> <person pno="p1"> <name>John</name> <address> <street>King</street> <city>Ottawa</city> </address> <birthyear>1975</birthyear> <sex>Male</sex> </person> <person pno="p2"> <spouse pno="p3" /> <name>Mike</name> <address> <street>Albert</street> <city>Ottawa</city> </address> <birthyear>1954</birthyear> <sex>Male</sex> </person> <person pno="p3"> <spouse pno="p2" /> <name>Mary</name> <address> <street>Albert</street> <city>Ottawa</city> </address> <birthyear>1958</birthyear> <sex>Female</sex> </person> <company cno="c1"> <name>Star</name> <employee eno="e1" pno="p1"> <salary>6000</salary> <hobby>Tennis</hobby> <hobby>Soccer</hobby> </employee> <employee eno="e2" pno="p2"> <salary>4000</salary> <hobby>Tennis</hobby> </employee> </company> </root> 
Data and Query
The data or instance of the Person Company Employee database is shown in Figure 2 . There are three parts to the database: the XML extensional database, the XML intensional database, and the XML class hierarchy relationships. The XML extensional database contains the XML data element facts with their tree structure. The XML intensional database contains the deductive rules which can be used to derive new XML data elements or attributes from the extensional database. The XML class hierarchy relationships define the object class hierarchy in the database such as employee is a subclass of person. Multiple inheritances are allowed and we can resolve the multiple inheritance conflicts using the explicit selection technique adopted from [11] . Storing the deductive rules and class hierarchy relationships in the XML database system, enables querying using deductive rules and the class hierarchy, as shown in the following example. Notice the query format is similar to the deductive rule used to describe methods. The notation "⇐" separates the return format of the query from the query and conditional part. The left hand side is used to define the XML result format, like in the return clause in XQuery, and the right hand side is the query and the conditional parts like the for, let and where clauses in XQuery. Therefore, our XDO2 query language is more simple and compact with only one line of some predicate expressions instead of the FLWR clause in XQuery. With the deductive rules and the inheritance feature defined in the XML database, the user can directly query the attributes or methods both in employee and its superclass person, such as age and bachelor in the example.
Using the XDO2 database in Figure 2 , only employee 'e1', whose pno is 'p1' satisfies the conditions. The youngRichBachelor element and its two subelements age and payroll form the query result as follows. <db> <youngRichBachelor eno="e1"> <age>29</age> <payroll>6000</payroll> </youngRichBachelor> </db>
Notice $e binds to the object identifier value of the employee object, i.e., eno value. The attributes of youngRichBachelor element, age and payroll are from the derived attribute age of person object 'p1' inherited by 'e1', and salary of employee object 'e1' respectively.
In the example of section 3, we have shown how to use deductive rules to define methods so that the query language can be simplified greatly and made more compact. It also shows the advantages of the inheritance feature. In this section, we will present some other important features of the XDO2 query language. Specifically, they are multi-valued variables and aggregat function, schema querying, negation using the not-predicate [8] , and querying using recursive deductive rules.
Multi-valued Variables
We use the expressions <$var> and {$var} to represent list-valued variables and set-valued variables respectively. Functions that are defined on lists and sets are consistently expressed in an object-oriented fashion.
Example 2. Consider the following query that returns the titles of the books that have more than one author written in XDO2.
XDO2 query expression: /result/multiAuthorBook/title : $t ⇐ /bib/book/[title:$t, author:<$a>], <$a>.count()>1.
XQuery expression:
f or $book in /bib/book, $t in $book/title let $a in $book/author where count($a) > 1 return <result><multiAuthorBook>{$t}</multiAuthorBook></result>
In the XDO2 query, the variable <$a> is bound to the list of authors for each book, and the variable $t is bound to the title of the book. The square brackets [ ] enclosing title and author specifies that these two elements are siblings, and share a common parent.
Schema Querying
We use the term stru : value to explicitly distinguish the element (or attribute) name from the value of the element (or attribute). It provides simple and natural facilities for exploring the structure or schema of the XML data. The user can put the variable such as $v in the left side of the : symbol to bind to the attribute name or element tag. Unlike in XQuery, both the structure and value can be bound to a variable. Example 3. Consider the following query that finds two sibling element tags with value "King" and "Ottawa" directly or indirectly under person.
⇐ /root/person//[$ele1 : "King", $ele2 : "Ottawa"].
In this query, we omit the query result format. The square brackets enclosing $ele1 and $ele2 specifies that these two elements are siblings. The path abbreviation "//" is used to indicate they are directly or indirectly under person. The two variables $ele1 and $ele2 are used to bind the element tags that have the values as specified. Using the data from Figure 2 , $ele1 = street and $ele2 = city satisfy the query.
Negation Querying
In deductive databases, negation makes the rules more powerful and queries more meaningful. However, it complicates the query's interpretation and evaluation. To represent negation in XDO2, we chose the not-predicate [8] instead of the conventional logical negation symbol "∼" to express negation. It has been noted in [8] that the not-predicate is not always equivalent to "∼" in negation expressions. The main difference between the not-predicate and "∼" lies in the interpretation of the uninstantiable variables (i.e. variables that do not appear in any positive expression in the body of the rule or query) in the negation expression. Otherwise, they are equivalent. Using the not-predicate, the uninstantiable variables are existentially quantified while they are universally quantified using "∼". For the justification, please refer to [16] .
As we know, XQuery [1] provides a function not() which needs a boolean value as its argument and is similar to "∼", and it does not support the notpredicate operator. The function not() is usually combined with some and every quantifiers. However, by using the not-predicate operator alone in XDO2, we can achieve the same expressive power and make our queries more simple and compact. In addition, the function not() in XQuery can only be applied to one XPath expression, but not to a sub-tree structure. However since we have tree-structure expressions in the XDO2 language, we can express the sub-tree structures naturally. Two examples are shown as follows. As we can see from the two examples, our XDO2 query using the notpredicate is much more simple and compact compared with the XQuery expression which needs the key word "EVERY", "SOME", "NOT", "IN", "SAT-ISFIES", "AND" to express the same meaning.
Recursion Querying
In deductive databases, it is natural to define a recursive query using recursive deductive rules. Similarly, in XDO2, we also support recursive deductive rules and make the recursive query possible to extend the expressive power of the XDO2 language. 
Comparison with Related Work
The success of F-logic [6] was due to the clean combination of the object-oriented and deductive paradigms. Flora-2 [15] extended F-logic for the semantic web. However, the underlying data in F-logic and Flora-2 are objects and can not handle the current popular XML tree data structure. The XDO2 language is designed for the XML tree data while including the deductive and object-oriented features. Many languages, such as XPath [3] , XQuery [1] , and XTree [2] have been proposed for querying XML documents. However, they can not support (recursive) deductive rules which can be used to derive new properties to simplify the querying as in XDO2. The XML RL [13] for XML is a language with the deductive features, however this query languages does not support objectoriented inheritance. Furthermore, since XDO2 is based on XTree, where queries are more compact, more convenient to write and understand than XPath queries, the XDO2 inherits these merits. Another major difference between XDO2 and other logical query languages for XML lies in the use of the not-predicate [8] for querying. As section 4.2 shows, the XDO2 query using the not-predicate is much more simple and compact compared with the XQuery expressions. 
Conclusion
Deductive databases and object-oriented databases are two extensions of the current relational database systems. Guided by this, we propose a novel new XML query language XDO2 with deductive database features such as deductive rules and negation, and object-oriented features such as inheritance and methods. Our XDO2 language is more compact, and convenient to use than current query languages for XML such as XQuery, XPath and XML RL [13] because it is based on XTree [2] , supports (recursive) deductive rules, not-predicate negation and schema querying. An XDO2 database example is presented to motivate the usefulness of the language. In the appendices, we present a formal treatment of the XDO2 language syntax and semantics.
In the future we would like to investigate how to evaluate the queries efficiently, especially for the not-predicate and recursive queries.
